APA CITING -- ONLINE DATABASES

Based on and excerpted from

GENERAL DATABASES (including EBSCO—Academic Search Complete, Health Source, Government & Military Collection; GALE—Academic OneFile, InfoTrac Criminal Justice; PROQUEST and SIRS KNOWLEDGE SOURCE)

Journal Article with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)


Journal Article with Multiple Authors (when DOI is not available):


Magazine Article with no Author:


Magazine Article with Author:


LEXISNEXIS®ACADEMIC (includes El Paso Times)

Newspaper Article:

OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS:


CQ RESEARCHER:


Magazine Article with One Author:

Author (Last name, First and second initials) ................. Williams, A.
Date of Publication (year, month day) ................. (2007, December 17).
Title of article (capitalize first word and proper nouns) ... One teen’s gastric surgery.
Title of Magazine, Volume (italics) .................... People, 68,
Page numbers ........................................... 107-110.
(Note: if article is on consecutive pages, put inclusive page numbers [25-34]; if article is not on consecutive pages, give all page numbers separated with a comma [A1, A6]
URL of database ........................................ http://search.ebscohost.com

If there is no author listed, start with title of article followed by publication date. For example:


When authors number eight or more, include the first six author’s names, then insert three ellipses, and add the last author’s name. pp. 184. Example pp. 198.

Journal Article:

Author (Last name, First and second initials) ................. Meyer, C., Leung, N., McKee, & Mann, B.
Date of Publication (Year) ......................... (2001).
Title of article (capitalized first word and proper nouns). Core beliefs and bulimic symptomatology in non-eating disordered women.
Title of Journal, Volume (italics) ......................... International Journal of Eating Disorders, 30,
Inclusive page numbers ......................... 434-440.
Retrieved from ........................................ Retrieved from
URL of database ........................................ http://search.ebscohost.com/login?asp/profile=nqh